
	  

29  Strong Verbs 
 
Verbs drive the sentence.  Strong verbs make vibrant sentences—crinkle, rebel, 
stab, incubate.  Weak verbs (is, am, are, was, were, been, being, feel, seem) make 
weenie sentences.  And, yes, that’s the technical term for this type of 
sentence—weenie.  In Latin, it’s Weenus Sentencium.  In Hawaiian, it’s we ‘eni‘e.   
 
The quickest way to give your writing vigor is amping up the verbs.  If I see you 
using too many weak verbs, I’ll say something like “Stop using so many weak 
verbs.”  If you keep doing it, I’ll say something like “Stop using so many weak 
verbs, damn it.”  The second best way to give your writing vigor is by cursing. 
 
Linking verbs 
 
Linking verbs, you might recall, are forms of be (or words that mean be) that 
connect the subject to the predicate nominative or predicate adjective.  Linking 
verbs, like concealed handguns, are legal in most states.  That doesn’t mean we 
have to like them, and it certainly doesn’t mean we have to use them. 
 
We can avoid a predicate nominative by creating an appositive or adjective 
clause and tacking the thought onto another sentence. 
 

Leilani was a talented baker. 
 

A talented baker, Leilani created the most tantalizing  
pineapple malasadas on Lanai. 

 
Leilani, who chose baking as her career, dazzled her customers  

with subtle blends of fruits and dough. 
 
A predicate adjective is even easier to incorporate into another sentence. 
 

The playhouse on the raft was small yet comfortable. 
 
The small yet comfortable playhouse on the raft inspired Corie in later years to 

pursue a career in architecture, and she eventually envisioned and designed our 
first floating campus, Kamehameha Schools—Pokai Bay. 

 
See, more vibrant verbs can be inspirational. 
 
Active and passive sentences 
 
In an active sentence, the subject does the action. 
 

The kids smoked cigarettes behind the “NO SMOKING” sign. 
 
Who did the action?  The kids (subject) 
What did they do?  Smoked (action transitive verb) 
What or who did they smoke?  Cigarettes (direct object) 
 
 



	  
In a passive sentence, the subject receives the action.  In a sense, the direct object 
becomes the subject. 
 

The cigarettes were smoked by the kids behind the “NO SMOKING” sign. 
 

Scientists often use passive sentences, especially in lab reports.  They write 
 
The solution of emulsified mongoose gonad was strained through a #4 Rodent 
Testicle Filtration System, coalesced with an amalgamation of nene guano and 

diet pepsi, and allowed to calcify. 
 
There are a couple of reasons why scientists use passive sentences.  First, who 
would admit they did this mongoose gonad thing?  Second, if they don’t 
acknowledge they did it, it remains mysterious.  I suppose it’s that kind of 
mystery that draws people to science.  
 

 
 

Vibrant verbs make statues strut and metal dogs howl.   
They make Mrs. Slagel swagger and flowers grasp for the sun. 

 
They make Odell tired. 

 
Some folks tell you never to use passive sentences.  Passive sentences have weak 
verbs.  They become obnoxious.  I’m not one of those folks.  I tell you seldom use 
passive sentences.  Passive sentences have weak verbs.  They become obnoxious.  
However, sometimes you don’t know who did it. 
 

My slice of Ted’s chocolate haupia pie was mysteriously eaten. 
 

Sometimes you want to sound passive, more sad than angry. 
 

Our land was stolen as we fed the visiting haoles. 
 
My advice?  Be careful with passive sentences, nene doo-doo, and visiting haoles. 
 


